
Avoid Sharp Objects
Protect the graphics from sharp or abrasive objects 

that could scratch or damage them. 

Climate Considerations
Extreme temperatures can affect the adhesive and 

material. Avoid exposing window graphics to extreme 

heat or cold.   

Removal
When it’s time to remove the graphics, we 

recommend engaging with a professional. 

Recycling
If your window graphics are no longer needed, 

dispose of them responsibly, following local recycling 

or disposal guidelines. 

By following these care guidelines, you can 

ensure that your window graphics remain in good 

condition, effectively provide privacy, branding, 

or promotional messaging, and continue to serve 

their intended purpose. Regular maintenance and 

protective measures will extend the life of your 

window graphics and maintain their professional 

appearance. 

Surface Preparation
Ensure the window surface is clean, dry, and free 

of dirt, dust, and grease before applying window 

graphics. Proper surface preparation is crucial for 

adhesion.     

Professional Installation
For the best results and to avoid wrinkles or 

air bubbles, consider having window graphics 

professionally installed. This ensures a smooth and 

secure application. We recommend checking out Air 

Tasker!  

Cleaning
Clean the window graphics regularly with a mild 

detergent and water solution. Gently wipe with a 

soft cloth or sponge to avoid scratching the print.  

 

Avoid Harsh Chemicals
Do not use abrasive or corrosive chemicals on the 

graphics, as they can damage the material and 

print. 

UV Protection
Window graphics can be sensitive to direct sunlight. 

Consider using laminate to prevent fading and 

maintain vibrancy. 

Inspection
Routinely inspect the graphics for any signs of 

wear, such as fading, peeling, or damage. Address 

any issues promptly. 

Care Sheet
Window Graphics

This handy sheet holds the secret to nurturing your sign like it’s the rarest, most 
temperamental houseplant you’ve ever owned. Remember, signs have feelings too! Give 
your sign the love and attention it deserves, and soon you’ll be hearing it whisper sweet 
nothings to you in fresh ink. So, grab that green thumb and prepare to nurture your sign-
baby like it’s a part of the family. 


